looking back, moving forward
fifteen years of achievement

Key Facts & Figures
Number of current students: 2200
Number of alumni: 2900
Admitted student stats:
  HS Average: 94
  SAT Total: 1405

A Selective Honor
We receive over 6,000 applications for 540 student openings. This represents a four-fold increase in applications in the past 10 years alone.

Macaulay students are increasingly choosing Macaulay over other highly ranked colleges such as NYU, Cornell, Barnard, Boston University and Brown.

The Macaulay Opportunities Fund
Opportunities Fund fuels professional development. $20 million spent to date. Students use these funds for:

- Study Abroad: $15 million
- Grad School Prep and Academics: $2.6 million
- Internships: $1.6 million
- Other: $1.1 million

A Resource for NYC
70% of Macaulay alumni work in New York City, 86% in New York State: returning the investment made in them and retaining our local brainpower.

Prize-Winners
Macaulay students and alumni consistently win the most competitive awards, prizes and fellowships - totaling 117 major awards as of May 2015:

- Rhodes Scholars: 2 (of 6 total in CUNY’s history)
- Fulbright US Student Program: 28
- National Science Foundation: 21
- Barry M. Goldwater Scholars: 10
- Harry S. Truman Scholars: 6

Up & Away
Macaulay students study abroad; 70% have completed global experiences compared to a national average of 11%. Students have visited over 60 countries, and 6 of 7 continents.